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Objective

To obtain a position in the accounting or payroll industry where I will be able to use my strong 
accounting skills, bookkeeping skills, and my management background. I believe that specific 
areas will be most beneficial to the overall efficiency and profitability of your company, strong 
organizational skills, including the ability to prioritize.

Skills

Monthly Reporting, SAP.

Work Experience

Forensic Accountant
ABC Corporation  October 2009 – 2020 
 Provided forensic accounting and fraud investigative services that encompassed receiving 

and evaluating allegations.
 Coordinated with attorneys; conducting interviews.
 Gathered, organized, analyzed and evaluated evidence; and reported results.
 Provided forensic accounting and investigative services in civil litigation, which involved 

contract disputes, divorce litigation, wrongful termination, employee theft, financial 
background investigations, and creation of financial profiles.

 Provided accounting assistance in the preparation of legal proceedings, including the initial 
complaint, demands for production of records and subsequent filings, organizing records for 
discovery, deposition, hearings, and at trial.

 Analyzed financial records and provided tax services for a publicly-held corporation in the 
process of going through and emerging from federal bankruptcy.

 Assisted the United States Attorneys Office in the Middle District of Louisiana with judicial 
proceedings, including preparing and serving federal grand jury subpoenas, review of 
financial evidence received from grand jury proceedings, assistance during trial preparation, 
reviewing the testimony of witnesses regarding financial issues during the trial and testifying 
as an expert/summary witness on behalf of the government.

Forensic Accountant
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2009 
 Completed various projects including working with excel program.
 Systems - ADP and PeopleSoft, MS access, word and excel Prepare scheduled from income 

statement and payroll.
 In addition consultants, financial statement analysiss.
 Perform analytics, modeling and research for clients Read, analyze and assess the financial 

records and operational systems using the fundamental .
 Department of Justice/FBI Conducts forensic analysis of financial data associated with FBI 

jurisdictional violations with concurrence of case agents .
 Assists in subpoena preparation to obtain financial records and provides input for search 

warrants and indictments Testifies as an expert witness in .
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 Compiled data for clients in excel spreadsheets, to be used in testimony Performed analytical 
review Research Interviewed personnel at job locations.

Education

BBA In Accounting
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